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Mr. M. Dallaire
Director General, Regulatory Policy Directorate
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
P.O. Box 1046
280 Slater Street
Ottawa, Ontario
K1P 5S9

Dear Mr. Dallaire:

Comments on 01 S-12-06 "Proposals to Amend
the Packaging and Transport of Nuclear Substances Regulations (PTNSR)"

The purpose of this letter is to submit comments on DIS-12-06 (Reference 1).

In general, Bruce Power is supportive of the proposed amendments to the PTNSR.
However, working with our industry colleagues we have developed a number of
comments on the discussion paper that are contained in Attachment 1.

Bruce Power believes that there are a many opportunities to improve on the PTNSR and
that our comments will help in achieving these improvements.

Bruce Power looks forward to further consultation on amendments to the PTNSR.

If you require further information or have any questions regarding this submission,
please contact Mr. Maury Burton, Department Manager, Regulatory Affairs, at
(519) 361-5291.

Yours truly,

Frank Saunders
Vice President Nuclear Oversight and Regulatory Affairs
Bruce Power

cc: CNSC Bruce Site Office (Letter only)
R. Lojk - CNSC Ottawa
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Comments on CNSC Discussion Paper DIS-12-06,
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Comments on CN5C Discussion Paper 015-12-06,
"Proposals to Amend the Packaging and Transport of Nuclear Substances Regulations"

Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

The 2012 edition of the IAEA We request that the PTNSR be
General transport regulations has yet to be closely aligned with the 2012 IAEA

published and implemented through Regulations.
the modal and international
regulations. It is important for the
CNSC to be consistent with the
international implementation of the
2012 edition requirements and not to
be ahead to ensure effective and
efficient international transport.

Currently, the PTNSR refer to the Regarding the comment that II more Instead, we would suggest aligning
1, 1996 edition (revised) of the IAEA generic wording is being considered ll

the new revision of the PTNSR with
paragraph 4 Regulations. The IAEA has published which IIwill allow Canadian the 2012 IAEA Regulations as closely

a 2009 edition and is in the final requirements to continue to be as possible and committing to more
stages of publishing a 2012 edition. aligned with the international
To ensure Canadian requirements document as it is revised from time-to- frequent, minor revisions of the

continue to be aligned with current time. II It is believed that this proposal PTNSR as the IAEA Regulations are

international regulations, the PTNSR is a step in the right direction; revised.
need to be amended. In addition, the however, it must be treated carefully.
current wording of the PTNSR makes When will this alignment occur if the
reference to specific numbered IAEA Regulations are revised -
paragraphs in the IAEA Regulations. Immediately upon release, or some
In order to minimize impacts of future time after? What will distinguish
revisions of the IAEA Regulations on between a minor change to the IAEA
the PTNSR and to facilitate the use of Regulations (which the PTNSR will
the regulations, more generic wording align themselves with) versus a major
is being considered. This change will change (with which the PTNSR will
allow Canadian requirements to NOT align)? Keeping the wording
continue to be aligned with the generic seems like an opportunity for
international document as it is revised error and misinterpretation.
from time-to-time.

1, Additional changes are being Can the CNSC provide information Additional definition for 1I0VERPACKII



Comments on CNSC Discussion Paper 0IS-12-06,
"Proposals to Amend the Packaging and Transport of Nuclear Substances Regulations"

Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

paragraph considered for the PTNSR, to ensure regarding the use of salvage to be added.
5 and continued alignment with Canada's containers and the designation of a
2.1.1.1 Transportation of Dangerous Goods drum containing liquid inside of
paragraph Regulations (administered by another drum to be considered a
6 Transport Canada) and to address solid? Transport Canada TP14850 for

specific transportation issues. salvage containers.
Changes are proposed to address
nuclear substances that are
occasionally discovered in shipments
of waste, as well as to clarify
transportation under special
arrangement (such as the transport of
large components).

Additional definitions for terms such
as "fissile nuclide" and "overpack"
would be added to the PTNSR, for
consistency with the IAEA
Regulations. Small editorial changes
would also be made in other
definitions to maintain consistency.

2, footnote The Regulations for the Safe When will this happen? Which Additional information/clarification
Transport of Radioactive Material are edition? Edition 2012 or later? requested.
currently listed as Safety Standards
Series No. TS-R-1, but will be
reclassified as Specific Safety
Requirements No. SSR-6, as a result
of a change in the IAEA's document
numbering system.

2.1, It is also proposed to add specific Which sections of the IMDG and the Additional information/clarification
paragraph provisions to the PTNSR to refer to ICAO would be added and how will requested.
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"Proposals to Amend the Packaging and Transport of Nuclear Substances Regulations"

Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

5 the International Maritime Dangerous that affect the packaging?
Goods Code (IMOG Code) and the
Technical Instructions for the Safe
Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air,
which govern international shipments
by sea and air. These provisions
wou Id clarify that the International
Civil Aviation Organization(ICAO)
Technical Instructions and the IMOG
Code can be followed for such
international shipments.

2.1.1.1 Adoption of other definitions, such as Clarification required regarding Additional information/clarification
IIfissile nuclidell and lIoverpackll. lIoverpacksll: would a sea-land requested.

container attached to a trailer be
considered a conveyance, an
overpack, or both? Specific examples
of 11 •••small editorial changes... in
other definitions... 11 are required to
categorically gauge impact.

2.1.1.1 Additional definitions for terms such Will there be any Additional information/clarification
as "fissile nuclide" and "overpack" definition/clarification to align TOG requested.
would be added to the PTNSR, for IIlarge means of containmentll with
consistency with the IAEA IIlarge freight containerll . In the IAEA
Regulations. Small editorial changes regulations section 541, there is
would also be made in other requirement to placard large freight
definitions to maintain consistency. containers but it is unclear if this

applies to large means of
containments per TOG regulations
section 4.15.

2.1.1.2 Introduction of a new definition and Presumably this refers to a new Additional information/clarification



Comments on CN5C Discussion Paper 015-12-06,
"Proposals to Amend the Packaging and Transport of Nuclear Substances Regulations"

Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

calculation method for "basic calculation method for determining the requested.
radionuclide value" in order to support basic radionuclide values for isotopes
the approval process for exemptions not listed in the TS-R-1 tables without
to the PTNSR. the need to obtain prior approval from

the CNSC, rather than referring to a
new calculation method for
determining the basic radionuclide
values for mixtures of known, listed
isotopes?

2.1.1.2 Addition of other definitions from the Specific examples are required to Additional information/clarification
2012 edition and changes to existing gauge impact. requested.
definitions for consistency with the
2012 edition definitions.

2.1.1.2 A new definition and calculation Will this align with the NSRDR Align with NSRD Regulations.
method would be added for "basic regulations as well?
radionuclide value", in order to
support the approval process for
exemptions to the PTNSR.

2.1.2.1 A new exemption would be added to - Will the exemption limit per Additional information/clarification
subsection 2(2) of the PTNSR, to consignment still exist in the PTNSR requested.
exclude non-radioactive solid objects regulations per section 2.0 (i).
with small quantities of radioactive '- Will this limit apply to surface
substances present on their surface, contaminated objects as well (e.g.
when their levels are below those of Either the item can meet the definition
the definition of surface in 107 (f) of the IAEA regulations or it
contamination. This exemption would can meet the total consignment
clarify material exempted from the activity limit in order to be considered
application of the PTNSR by exempt)?
specifying the limit to be used in order '- Will the activity concentration limit
to make the determination. This apply to surface contaminated objects
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

change is consistent with paragraph as well?
107(f) of the IAEA Regulations.

2.1.2.2 Furthermore, it is proposed to Is this not already covered in the Additional information/clarification
introduce an exemption from the PTNSR section 2.0 (b) and 2.0 (e) requested.
PTNSR, for the transport of a person
who has been subjected to
radioactive contamination or an intake
of nuclear substances.

2.1.3.1 It is proposed to update the PTNSR to Agreed, this will provide better clarity N/A
introduce new approvals for transport especially when dealing with
by special-use vessels and shipments approvals from other countries which
requiring multilateral approval. These usually require the information found
have been described in the IAEA in the IAEA regulations anyways.
Regulations, but not previously
incorporated in the PTNSR.
Information required to obtain a
licence would therefore be added to
the PTNSR in order to reflect the
requirements listed in the IAEA
Regulations.

2.1.4.2 For consistency with the 2012 edition Regarding the comment that lithe More details are needed to determine
of the IAEA Regulations, it is approval of alternate activity limit for the impact of this change.
proposed to add new certification an exempt consignment" will be
requirements to the PTNSR to accounted for - what does this mean? Additional information/clarification
account for the approval of alternate requested.
activity limit for an exempt
consignment of instruments and
articles, as well as approval for certain
fissile excepted radioactive material.
The content requirements for an
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

application for certification would be
added to the PTNSR and based on
the requirements listed in the IAEA
Regulations. The CNSC expects that
the number of new applications
required by the proposed amendment
would be low, thereby creating only
minimal additional administrative
burden.

2.1.5.1 For consistency with the new Regarding the comment that "it is More details are needed to determine
certification requirements for activity proposed to add restrictions related to the impact of this change.
limits and certain fissile excepted the production and transport of
radioactive material, it is proposed to instruments and articles and for the Additional information/clarification
add restrictions related to the production, servicing, and possession requested.
production and transport of of fissile excepted radioactive
instruments and articles and for the material" - what does this mean?
production, servicing and possession
of fissile excepted radioactive
material. The CNSC expects that the
number of new applications required
by the proposed amendment would
be low, thereby creating only minimal
additional administrative burden.

2.1.5.1 Add new restrictions related to the Specific examples are required to Add itional information/c1arification
production and transport of gauge impact, particularly in respect requested.
instruments and articles and for to possible impact on existing
production, servicing and possession instruments and articles and fissile
of fissile excepted radioactive excepted material.
material.

2.1.6.1 Modification of sequence of Currently the sequence of information Modifying the PTNSR to specify an
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

information on a transport document. is not mandated by PTNSR. The order may require consignors to
current wording in 17.(1) of the modify and replace existing
PTNSR requires the consignor documents and templates. Either the
II ••• include in the transport documents order should remain unspecified, or
for the consignment the information consignors should be granted
referred to in paragraph 549 of the sufficient time to deplete existing
IAEA Regulations which shall be stocks of documents before requiring
clearly and indelibly printed in the full compliance with the new
document. 1I This only requires that information order.
the documents contain the information
listed in paragraph 549, not that the
order specified in paragraph 549 be
maintained.

2.1.6.2 Modification to information required Accepted packages are currently Consignors should be granted
on shipping documents for excepted exempted from the document sufficient time to deplete existing
packages requirements in PTNSR. Modifying stocks of documents before requiring

the documentation requirements may full compliance for accepted
require consignors to modify and packages.
replace existing documents and
templates.

2.2.1 Suggestions for limiting the use of Special arrangement exists in order The term used for special
special arrangement and using a new for consignors to transport material arrangements should be consistent
term in place of special arrangement. that cannot practically be transported with the terminology used in the IAEA

in accordance with the regulations. regulations
Therefore, since it is impossible to
predict all of the possible scenarios
that could arise to require a special
arrangement, limits placed on the use
of special arrangement should be
broad suggestions as opposed to
specific requirements, thus
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

maintaining the flexibility of special
arrangement shipments to remain
useful in unforeseen circumstances.

2.2.1 The determination of the above- The process for applying for a Special It is suggested that special
mentioned impracticality is subject to Arrangement licence for accidental arrangement licence requirements for
judgment; however, it has been situations is not realistic considering accidents scenarios be clarified to
generally limited to circumstances that accidents may require immediate allow for the fact that transport
are outside the control of the person remediation at the scene. . accidents may need expedient
causing the transport. For example, approvals to facilitate
when a package is damaged in an remediation/recovery of the scene
accident, it might be considered
impractical to repackage the material
at the site of the accident; therefore, a
special arrangement could be
considered to allow the material to be
moved some distance to a location
where it could be repackaged safely
and properly.

2.2.1 .... In addition, input is sought on If the special arrangement concept is Additional information/clarification
whether the PTNSR still require such changed to "restricted usage and requested.
a provision or whether the term equivalent safety considerations" then
"special arrangement" could be more the PTNSR regulations should
appropriately named to convey the describe specific requirements for
concept of restricted usage and both these scenarios or perhaps use
equivalent safety considerations. the TOG regulations concept of

"equivalent level of safety"

2.2.2 Exemptions from licensing General comment on section 2.2.2. Clarity in this section may assist with
requirements (section 6) Since only some class 7 material may the interpretation.

fall under the nuclear non proliferation
regulations. It is unclear whether all Additional information/clarification
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

class 7 material requires a licence for requested.
import/export or only those covered
under the nuclear non proliferation
regulations.

2.2.2, Comments are sought on the effect of Details on exemption to the effect that Additional information/clarification
paragraph eliminating many of the exemptions in a person may produce or service a requested.
5 PTNSR subsection 6(2). The package without a license to carryon

comments should explain how the that activity?
elimination of one or more of these
exemptions would affect the
respondent.

2.2.2 Elimination of several exemptions The exemption surrounding "use" of Either the exemption for "use" should
granted under 6 (2) of the PTNSR. special form radioactive material and also be removed, or the term "use"

low dispersible radioactive material should be better defined as it relates
could lead to confusion similar to that to transportation. (4) should be
surrounding abandonment, production revised to say "... relate only to the
and servicing. activities specified in those

subsections as they pertain to
packaging and transportation .. .'1

2.2.3 Moving requirements for a RP If a suitable amendment to RPR is Keep section 18 and revise it
program from PTNSR section 18 to achieved, rather than removing accordingly to ensure that the
the Radiation Protection Regulations. section 18 from the PTNSR, it should requirements are not missed by

be revised to say "Every consignor, carriers unfamiliar with the NSCA and
carrier and consignee of radioactive Regulations.
material shall implement a radiation
protection program in accordance with
the Radiation Protection Regulations."
Otherwise, since most carriers are not
licensed and are likely unaware of the
RPRs, they may misinterpret the
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

removal of Section 18 as a removal of
the requirement.

2.2.3 Radiation protection program (section RP requirements - extending the The radiation protection program
18) requirements of the Radiation requirements should stay within the

Protection regulations to carriers PTNSR to ensure that they remain
could severely limit our use of carriers consistent with the IAEA transport
depending on when this plan is regulations.
implemented. We believe that if the
radiation protection program
requirements are moved to the RPR
we will see a gradual increase in
radiation protection program
requirements for carriers which will
eventually result in fewer carriers,
increase in cost and restricted routing.

2.2.3 Radiation protection program (section Agreed, although carriers of class 7 It is advised that some guidance is
18) material may not be aware to look into provided to carriers of limited quantity

the Radiation Protection Regulations, of material.
especially if they are only transporting
limited quantities of material.

2.2.4 2.2.4 Dangerous occurrences (section Section 19(1 )(c) of the PTNSR is Additional information/clarification
19) open to interpretation. AECL has had requested.

many discussions on what events
may reasonably lead to a situation
where the environment, health and
safety or security is adversely
affected. Therefore, we have decided
to report all events that are in non-
compliance with the CNSC and
Transport Canada regulations,
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

including packages, labelling and
shipping documents. This had led to
the following reportables: 2011 total
11 (4 - cause was internal to AECL);
2010 total 10 (1 - cause was internal
to AECL); 2009 total 6 (2 - cause was
internal to AECL); 2008 total 12 (7 -
cause was internal to AECL); 2007
total 9 (6 - cause was internal to
AECL).

2.2.4 Adding situations in which a package Recommend revising 19(1 )(b) to Ita Revise 19(1 )(b) to Ita package show
has defects or does not fully comply package show evidence of damage, evidence of damage, tampering or
with the Regulations to the list of tampering or leakage of its contents, leakage of its contents, or its integrity
Dangerous Occurrences. or its integrity is degraded in a is degraded in a manner that may

manner that may reasonably be reasonably be expected to impair its
expected to impair its ability to ability to perform as required by these
perform as required by these regulations or by a design certificatelt

•

regulations or by a design certificatelt

•

Thus, in the example given of an
improperly closed container, the loss
of one level of containment could
reasonably impair its function, and
would be reportable. However, a
minor defect, such as failing to
replace a non-essential component,
would not be reportable.

2.2.4 2.2.4 Dangerous occurrences (section Regarding the comment to Itbroaden A list of potential factors could be
19) (.. ) the reporting requirement to included in the PTNSR. For example:

include occurrences where a package re-enactment of a test condition (i.e.
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

has defects or does not fully comply drop test) would not be reportable as
with the regulations" and as per the the package is designed to undergo
request to "comment on the all the tests one after another. A
appropriate level of requirements (...) package undergoing conditions it was
to recognize and report significant not designed for should be reportable.
package non-compliances or defects",
would suggest that AECL's approach
could involve the application of a
double contingency model.
Combinations of two factors which
would concurrently lead to the failure
of that package can be established.
Anyone factor which in concert with
another factor wou Id lead to a
package failure should be reportable.
If this failure in concert with another
factor would not lead to a package
failure (Le. dose, release) then it
should not be reportable.

2.2.4 2.2.4 Dangerous occurrences (section Only CNSC-registered packages Revise/clarify reporting requirements.
19) should be subject to the enhanced

reporting requirements (Type C, Type
B, fissile rated packages only).

2.2.4 Dangerous occurrences...The CNSC It is anticipated that reporting will be There is additional work that is
is seeking comments on the relatively infrequent however, the required in this area. It is suggested
appropriate level of requirements that following are 2 possible paths for that further consultation with licensees
could be introduced in the PTNSR to reporting requirements: be conducted to ensure that reporting
recognize and report significant • Suggest requesting those who of events occurs without creating
package non-compliances or defects, transport radioactive material to undue burden caused by reporting
without unduly increasing the create lower tiered action levels very low level events.
administrative burden of the PTNSR. for lower level incidents which
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Document Excerpt of section Industry Comment Suggested change
section

may not directly cause a risk to
the health and safety of the
public/environment. These action
levels can be reported quarterly to
the CNSC and trended.

• Monthly reports can be provided
stating low level packaging
occurrences if they are a
significant amount. How do we
investigate and determine if there
is an occurrence without
disassembly?

2.2.5 Unidentified loads CNSC is proposing No issues. Although a similar concept Consider a similar concept for
to modify the PTNSR to clarify the could also be considered for transport transport accidents of low levels of
requirements for handling loads that accidents of low levels of activity in activity in order to allow a load to be
trigger radiation portal monitors. A order to allow a load to be moved to a moved to a safe location.
one-time exemption from the PTNSR safe location.
is proposed; this would allow a load to
be moved to a safe location until the
nature and quantity of the radioactive
material was identified.

2.2.5.1 Proposal to allow movement of Recommend a maximum activity Recommend a maximum activity
discovered radioactivity without CNSC and/or dose rate for this exemption in and/or dose rate for this exemption.
notification if the isotopes are order to differentiate between cross-
identified as medical. contamination of waste from medical

isotopes and potential indications of
programmatic waste disposal issues
from medical facilities or deliberate
attempts to dispose of radioactive
materials through non-radioactive
pathways.
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2.2.6 Transport of large components Does "breadbagging" or the use of Additional information/clarification
tarps allow the shipment of large requested.
components

2.2.6 Proposal to develop standard The IAEA concept of "performance The consignor should be required to
provisions for transport of large package" as well as the restrictions be able to demonstrate (simulation or
components and radioactive objects around transporting LSA-I and SCO-I reasoned argument being acceptable
in place of using special material as unpackaged should be methods) that the component would
arrangements. used as a basis for these standards. pass testing as required for an

The non-fixed contamination levels on equivalent level package. The
the exterior of the components should documentation demonstrating this
be limited to the levels required for would not be required to be submitted
packages, and the shipment should to the CNSC, but should be required
be required to be "exclusive use". to be maintained for a period of time
Further, the material should be after the shipment, as in the case with
classifiable as LSA, SCO, Excepted, the documentation for Type A
or Type A, with other material packages. In essence, the
requiring a Special Arrangement. component would become the

packaging for the radioactivity
contained within it.

2.2.6 Transport of large components Agreed. Section required. Suggest aligning requirements with
NRC regulations due to frequent
shipments between countries of large
loads.
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The 2012 edition of the IAEA We request that the PTNSR be
General transport regulations has yet to be closely aligned with the 2012 IAEA

published and implemented through Regulations.
the modal and international
regulations. It is important for the
CNSC to be consistent with the
international implementation of the
2012 edition requirements and not to
be ahead to ensure effective and
efficient international transport.

Currently, the PTNSR refer to the Regarding the comment that "more Instead, we would suggest aligning
1, 1996 edition (revised) of the IAEA generic wording is being considered" the new revision of the PTNSR with
paragraph 4 Regulations. The IAEA has published which "will allow Canadian the 2012 IAEA Regulations as closely

a 2009 edition and is in the final requirements to continue to be as possible and committing to more
stages of publishing a 2012 edition. aligned with the international
To ensure Canadian requirements document as it is revised from time-to- frequent, minor revisions of the

continue to be aligned with current time." It is believed that this proposal PTNSR as the IAEA Regulations are

international regulations, the PTNSR is a step in the right direction; revised.
need to be amended. In addition, the however, it must be treated carefully.
current wording of the PTNSR makes When will this alignment occur if the
reference to specific numbered IAEA Regulations are revised -
paragraphs in the IAEA Regulations. Immediately upon release, or some
In order to minimize impacts of future time after? What will distinguish
revisions of the IAEA Regulations on between a minor change to the IAEA
the PTNSR and to facilitate the use of Regulations (which the PTNSR will
the regulations, more generic wording align themselves with) versus a major
is being considered. This change will change (with which the PTNSR will
allow Canadian requirements to NOT align)? Keeping the wording
continue to be aligned with the generic seems like an opportunity for
international document as it is revised error and misinterpretation.
from time-to-time.

1, Additional changes are being Can the CNSC provide information Additional definition for "OVERPACK"




